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 I. Creating Plates   
 
  Technical Services will create and manage digital bookplates for gifts in kind and 
for books that are purchased from small monetary gifts and that will be housed under the 
auspices of Special Collections.  Other circumstances may require the plating of general 
collections material on occasion. 
 
1. From the Fireworks folder locate the book plate template 
(bookplate_template_425.png) and open it.  This opens the Adobe Fireworks program 
and the book plate template within that program. 
 
2. Edit the text box in the template to suit the particular case you are working on 
 

. 
3. When the wording is correct, save the plate as a PNG file using the “save as” 
command [naming convention needed].   
 
4. Next plate needs to be saved as a JPEG with the same name as given to the PNG file 
 
5. Finally the plate is saved as a thumbnail.  Go to MODIFY then to CANVAS then to 
IMAGE SIZE.  Resize the height to150 pixels (width will adjust automatically) and click 
OK.  Save this file using “save as” with the same name used for the PNG and JPEG files, 
but with “_sm” as the final element (Lost&Found_sm) (save two files with this name, 
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JPEG and PNG)..  See Image Size box and the resulting thumbnail in the screen dumps 
below. 
 

 
 

 
 
6. Close Fireworks and move to into the administrative side of the book plate system. 
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7. From Library’s home page choose <Give to Library> in lower right of screen. 
 

1. Then click <Endowments> at the top of the page.  This brings you to the main digital 
book plate page.  You can view existing book plates from here. 
 
2. The administrative side or staff mode of the digital book plate program is at: 
http://dl.lib.brown.edu/bookplates/admin.   It is here that bookplates are created and 
edited. 
 
3. You will be asked to authenticate using your AuthID and password to enter this 
module.  You will now see the screen below. 

 

4.  
 
 
5. We will work primarily in the In Honor of/In Memory of/Collections/Gifts portion of 

the system 
 
6. Click “Add New Records” and the following screen will display. 
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7. Select the appropriate plate type – in honor, in memory of, collection, or gift 
 
7a. Unsuppress record unless you will not use plate soon. 
 
8. Fill in the Title/Name.  This field serves as the wording for the |z in the 856 URL and 

also as the “honoree” in the plate listing in the staff mode.  It should match the name 
given on the book plate itself. 

 
9. The Short Name is significant in several respects.  It determines the placement of the 
plate on the public digital book plate page.  It also determines the placement of the URL 
in the list on the main bookplate edit page.  Finally, the short name serves as the basis for 
the Josiah search that links the public plate to the books purchased for it.  This appears in 
Innovative field name “f” for fund in the item record.  The short name contains room for 
24 characters.  It needs to begin with the donor or honoree's last name.  In other words, 
"Stoddard", not "Harris Stoddard".  Also - because the short name becomes part of a 
URL, it shouldn't have spaces; if there's a need to differentiate between names, it's best to 
use the pattern of KertzerJ and KertzerM. 
 
 
10. The tribute, if there is one, would be supplied by SR 
 
11. Select “yes” for bookplate.  If you select “no” the bookplate will be created, but it 
will be suppressed from the public bookplate page. 
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11.Bookplate text repeats text inserted in the bookplate itself.  Not sure why this 
needs to be repeated here. 

 
12. We will not list individual volumes so check the box for “This bookplate will just 

link to Josiah search”.  Next select the appropriate Josiah Link text or 
alternatively if the desired language is not a listed choice, create your own 
language using the customize box. 

 
13. If there are internal notes that we wish to have on the record they could be placed 

in the Staff Notes box. 
 

14. Next the bookplate images created in Fireworks need to be uploaded.  The files to 
be uploaded are the full size JPEG and the thumbnail JPEG.   

 
15. When you click the “browse” box next to the upload, in the ‘look in’ box choose 

the Fireworks folder and the Fireworks folder will open and you will need to find 
and then select first the full JPEG and the thumbnail 

 
16. Then click submit. 

 
17. Once submitted the program creates the URL for the bookplate, inserts the plate 

on the public page (unless it is suppressed) by its short name, and add the plate 
and the URL to the Edit page filed again by short name. Click on ‘Return to 
View/Edit Endowment….’+  Here’s what the edit page looks like 
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And 
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18. Edits can be made to information entered for the plates from this page by 
choosing a fund and clicking edit.  This is where the URL can be found which 
will be pasted into the item template and/or item records. 

 
II .Workflow.  
 
1. The creation of the bookplates themselves and the associated addition of that plate to 
the administrative system will be done by Crim.   
 
2. For groups of books linked to the same plate that number more than 5 titles, Crim will 
create an item template that will include 2 variable length fields”. For fewer than 5 titles 
linked to a plate she will do the bib export and item work herself.  Materials will need to 
be barcoded before Crim begins and the use of envelopes instead of wrappers is 
encouraged so that valuable information on covers can be retained. 
 
2a. Template creation: In MillAcq click on Admin found in top tool bar and choose 
settings.  From the top of the settings screen choose templates.  Set the record type to 
item in the drop down box.  Click on new.  The code will always begin with a ‘g’ 
followed by collection name if applicable then donors name (gRaditsa or gharRaditsa). 
The description will always begin with ‘gifts’ followed by collection name if applicable 
and then donors names (gifts Raditsa or gifts har Raditsa).  Be sure to update the 
following fixed fields appropriately: copy #, itype, location, status.  Click on the last 
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fixed field then enter, you will see a question mark.  Type a y, type 856, then tab.  Go to 
the Library bookplates admin page and copy the url and paste into the 856 field of the 
item in mill acq.  Then enter and type ‘f’, tab, go to the Library bookplates admin page 
and copy the bookplate name and paste in the item record.  If the location of the material 
to be added using the template you are creating will need a barcode then enter again, type 
‘b’ and tab.  Click on the barcode line and go to the menu and click on prompt.  Go to 
menu and click on save and close.  Click on save setting and OK.  You have made a 
template!!! 
 
 
3. In either case above the information to be included is the same.  The link from Josiah 
to the bookplate is provided by an 856 field (field group “y”).  The bookplate target 
represented by the short name of the plate provides the link to Josiah from the public 
bookplate page.  This is field group “f” for fund.  This field includes the word 
“bookplate” followed without spacing by the short name of the plate.  See below 
 

 
 
4. The URL is copied from the information on the main plate edit page.  Subfield “f” is 
created by typing “bookplate” followed by the fund as in the example about.   
 
5. For the larger gifts, Crim will mark or identify in some manner which template is to be 
used in processing the material.  This process may transition to Crim creating templates 
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for all titles and using a processing slip marked to indicate the template to be used for the 
remainder of the processing. 
 
6. SLASes who receive books to process using a template proceed in the same way they 
do now when a template is used. 


